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TITAN OIL FLO SAFETY SOLVENT - 16 OZ PUMP SPRAY -

A neutral pH, water soluble,
liquid solvent that is colorless, non-foaming and rinses clean with water leaving no residue. May be diluted with
water to the desired strength for a particular job. It removes grease, tar, oils, adhesives, tree sap, rubber marks,
exhaust and many other stains that are considered difficult. Do not use on polycarbonate or polystyrene plastics.
Oil Flo is the best product, we have found, that will easily remove wheel weight adhesive without harming the
wheel finish. It is also great for removing oil stains from concrete floors. Test all solvents prior to use to insure
compatibility.

11001 Titan Oil Flo Safety Solvent - 16 oz Pump Spray
11002 Titan Oil Flo Safety Solvent - 1 Gallon Jug

TITAN GLASS GLEAM 4 WINDOW CLEANER CONCENTRATE - 32 OZ BOTTLE

- A state of the art biodegradable glass cleaner concentrate featuring high-tech polymeric water softeners and a
new detergent system allowing improved cleaning and degreasing of glass. The polymeric water softeners
condition the water to reduce dirt redeposition. Does not contain phosphates, ammonia or hazardous
ingredients. Depending upon usage, the quart bottle will make up to 128 gallons of glass cleaner. May also be
mixed 1/4 fluid ounce per gallon of water in the windshield spray reservoir of cars or trucks. This is not an
antifreeze so should only be used in warm weather.

11013 Titan Glass Gleam 4 Window Cleaner Concentrate - 32 oz

TITAN OIL FLO CLEANUP SOLVENT 22 - 16 OZ BOTTLE -

A fast drying solvent cleaner
to remove scuffs, black marks, adhesive residue, gum and asphalt from floors, carpets, plastics and glass. The
low odor, fast drying solvent contains no chlorinated solvents. Apply a small amount to a soft cloth and wipe
down the surface repeatedly to remove the contaminants. Test all solvents prior to use to insure compatibility
with a particular surface.

11021 Titan Oil Flo Cleanup Solvent 22 - 16 oz Bottle

TITAN MDR-B MINERAL DEPOSIT REMOVER - 16 OZ BOTTLE -

An aggressive
product to remove mineral deposits, hard water film, water spots, scale and soap scum from glass, aluminum,
stainless steel, chrome and ceramics. Do not use on marble or painted surfaces. Contains a combination of
phosphoric acid and engineered abrasives to speed cleaning. Always wear heavy rubber gloves and eye
protection. This is a very aggressive cleaner so it should be used with extreme care and always test a small
inconspicuous area prior to insure compatibility with a particular surface.

11031 Titan MDR-B Mineral Deposit Remover - 16 oz Bottle

TITAN GREEN MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER - 32 OZ BOTTLE -

A super-strength,
concentrated, biodegradable cleaner that works exceptionally well on organic stains including grease, oil, soot,
grass, food, blood and pet stains. Mix with water to the desired strength for a particular job. May be diluted from
a dilution of 1 part Titan Green to 60 parts of water all the way up to a super strong 1 part Titan Green to 3 parts
water. May be used at the proper dilution on any washable surface including painted, metal, carpet, upholstery,
clothing, masonry and glass. Apply with a pump spray bottle, brush, soft cloth, immersion soak, power scrubber
or pressure washer. When the surface is clean rinse thoroughly with lots of clean water. Test all solvents prior to
use to ensure compatibility with a particular surface.

11043 Titan Green Multipurpose Cleaner - 32 oz Bottle
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TITAN OIL FLO 141 SAFETY SOLVENT - 16 OZ PUMP SPRAY -

A neutral pH, low odor,
water soluble, liquid solvent that is colorless, non-foaming and rinses clean with water leaving no residue. This is
the low odor sister of Oil Flo Safety Solvent. It does not work quite as well, but does offer reduced odor levels.
May be diluted with water to the desired strength for a particular job. It removes grease, tar, oils, adhesives, tree
sap, rubber marks, exhaust and many other stains that are considered difficult. Do not use on polycarbonate or
polystyrene plastics. Test all solvents prior to use to insure compatibility.

11051 Titan Oil Flo 141 Safety Solvent - 16 oz Pump Spray
11052 Titan Oil Flo 141 Safety Solvent - 1 Gallon Jug

TITAN A-1 HARDWATER STAIN REMOVER - 16 OZ BOTTLE -

A non-acidic hard water
stain remover and metal polish for aluminum, stainless steel, porcelain, fiberglass, tile and glass. Apply a small
amount to a dampened 3M Scotch Brite White Light Duty Pad. Work the area gently until the stain disappears.
Wash the area thoroughly with water and dry completely. Always test a small inconspicuous area prior to usage
to insure that the A-1 Hardwater Stain Remover does leave scratch marks on the surface.

11061 Titan A-1 Hardwater Stain Remover - 16 oz Bottle

TITAN GLASS GLEAM 4 - 16 OZ DISPENSING BOTTLE -

16 oz Empty Dispensing Bottle A self measuring dispensing bottle specifically designed to easily add the correct amount of Glass Gleam 4
Window Cleaning Concentrate to water. Fill the bottle through the white cap. To dispense the chosen amount
of Glass Gleam 4, unscrew the black cap and gently squeeze the bottle until the dispensing chamber is filled to
the correct level. Pour the contents of the dispensing chamber into your water with out squeezing the bottle, mix
the solution thoroughly and you are ready to go.

11090 Titan Glass Gleam 4 - 16 oz Dispensing Bottle

TITAN GREEN EMPTY 24 OZ PUMP SPRAY BOTTLE -

24 oz Empty Spray Bottle - A
heavy duty pump spray bottle specifically designed to mix the correct dilution of Titan Green Multipurpose
Cleaner and water for your particular usage. A heavy duty mix of 1:3 may be used for intensive cleaning such
as degreasing engines or cleaning white wall tires. The medium duty mix 1:15 is an excellent general purpose
cleaner for food stains on upholstery. A light duty mix 1:60 works well for general purpose cleaner or as a glass
cleaner.

11095 Titan Green Empty 24 oz Pump Spray Bottle

TITAN OIL FLO SAFETY SOLVENT - EMPTY 16 OZ PUMP SPRAY BOTTLE -

The

empty pump spray bottle is a perfect companion for the Oil Flo Safety Solvent Gallon Jug .

11097 Oil Flo Safety Solvent - Empty 16 oz Pump Spray

TITAN OIL FLO 141 SAFETY SOLVENT - EMPTY 16 OZ PUMP SPRAY BOTTLE

- The empty pump spray bottle is a perfect companion for the Oil Flo 141 Safety Solvent Gallon Jug.
11098 Oil Flo 141 Safety Solvent - Empty 16 oz Pump Spray
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